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Joelle: lawgleaning
to pick cc that it would fall

cadastral survey and bounded
if the wind blowing over the sheaves

past anodes

dispersed in such a place

though we infer that pent

the remains of the harvest
and of the harvest

and if two sheaves oat been left

on the back: she picks up the ears

Good mover that followed

gleaning pits of sheaves

staves parked, oh you will reap the harvest

they are considered as forgetfulness
if there are three, cc is not an oversight

escaped from the hand of the reaper

two ears are gleaning, not three

poverty law is not yet not

simply means the woman
walking behind

but glosses imply no
tolerance
it is an operation which is
part of the crop
and we deliver more
bacon

gleaning is not allowed on these items so commons
leasing flees longer haul taken; and what is more
ii we like to abolish and the nothingness of any and all
abolished and put an nothingness

under the supervision of the field master

* confiscate grain giant * and fine

under the cover of gleaning

measures the fatal term of the old diet

all the work of the harvest

abolish and put to naught

us live on black bread, water and roots

the laborious exercise of the harvest

before sunrise on aprez setting sun

ii forget especially to outsource delays

gleaners, picking the ears & bliss from

(1)

before sunrise or after the sun

occupied: gleaning,

series of stops that allowed the owners
enclose their land

seeded alfalfa, treffles, burgundy, sainfoins

arms are missing to
agriculture

Harvest, exposed for want of hands for too long

amaze the twisted, if these
toils

shepherds tones, guard flocks, and other
perpeople

profit of last cc is smaller and
requires more travail

remaining in the footsteps of the
harvesters and taking a sample

engage crops has flights

Gentlemen, I declare in the affirmative.

not one

reason gleaners hunger
pincer
"thieves of grain during the
harvest, under the pretext of
gleaning"

printed, read, published
and displayed

There will always be enough

it is absolutely forbidden to all Gleaners and
Gleaners

gleaning is harmful to the agricultural progress
freedom to pick the ears
reslant on earth

grains are folded and come home

to give time to the lords to
hunt

to enter the field before the sheaves are abducted
and without certificals

on pain of confiscation of their
gleanings

ii hurts morality
ii attack the sacred principle of ownership

of that dims a common
before sunrise or after neckdear sun

gleaning is prohibited in
enclosed land

for any reason soil cc., The right to glean their
fields thins

not yet spoils or
scatter the territory; us must reunite and walk tones

gleaning the gleanings

for the reason that everyone owns

lean harvest

S H E P H E R D S WHO HAVE VIOLATED THE SUN

gleaning remains his patrimonk

raking in the places on

they will score the penalty to stoop

trafficking rag which is the comcommon

has removed the earth a
notable portion of detritus

when your saw blade grain from your land

loss

you shall not will cut them up to the foot

I beg your pardon
Gleaning IS EXERCISED UNDER A RIGHT

difficult stubble

removal of the reharvest

let my stooks glean sight

in the conditions of municipal stops

gleaning A REAL RIGHT

what is meant by foul transgression?

momentarily stops every
by @one
invisible
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2019 and ideal limit
culture
the full counting of fields

the former co-own soul still
against invaders of huge surfaces
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